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For men, love is a high-stakes gamble. The proper woman could possibly be the best part of a man’s
lifestyle, and the incorrect one can lead to personal and financial ruin. This book is about not getting
screwed.s weather, no man should venture into romance without a reliable risk-management technique.ll
also learn: Critical techniques for seeing women clearly The most common mistakes that lead men into
disastrous associations How exactly to reduce the probability of a good relationship going poor
Impeccably researched and backed by the author’ You’ This is simply not another book about getting
laid.but aren’t Place the early warning signs of emotional instability You'The Tactical Guideline to
Women delivers a good plan for allowing the proper women into your daily life, and keeping the incorrect
ones at a safe range.s 10 years of clinical encounter, The Tactical Guideline to Women provides men with
desperately needed, rarely discussed strategies for finding sanity, pleasure, and companionship.ll discover
how to: Identify good ladies of low drama and high character Lessen your vulnerability to ladies who
seem perfect for you— In today’
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Incredible Book Every Guy Should Read As a divorce lawyer of over 14 years, I regularly see men in my
workplace who are devastated and baffled as to why their marriage is ending and just why the wife has
made a decision to take them to the cleaners, both financially and emotionally. This publication is for
males who don't wish to find themselves in that position. This book is for men who don't want to waste a
long time with the incorrect woman only to reduce half of their retirement/paycheck to somebody who
didn't value them to begin with. He orders you to screen for several psychological traits in ladies, but also
to appear and determine these in yourself. Life is as well short and valuable to waste investing period,
money, and love with someone who is toxic. In case you are contemplating whether a new person is right
for you, or whether your partner is right for you..My own interest in this book stemmed from my
relationship history - on the point of return to dating after two relationships in a row where I actually
poured energy into fine youthful women who coolly resisted commitment..and particularly if your own
bad habits are making you make costly love decisions..the Tactical Guideline offers great advice and great
insight for both men and women who would like healthy and lasting relationships. Thanks! A book that
can save your valuable ass Men, read this publication. Fathers may tell you how sex works, but they don't
warn sons about toxic ladies and how exactly to identify them to avoid a lifetime of regret. I was
disappointed to read that, as 2. Wish I'd go through this when I was his age (22), but useful also to an
individual man at any age. That you should evaluate and analyze the choice before you, and you should
think about and weigh in its benefits and drawbacks. This is the book I'll give my 17 yr old son to read
before he ever enters that first relationship. He reminds us to consider the legal ramifications of such
decision producing. The teachings in this reserve are not only helpful to males, but to women aswell, and
it’s a invaluable and important read. I recommend it. I emerged away disappointed. It had been revelatory
to the point of being devastating in unpacking my own contribution to these failures.. Fantastic book, it
tackles issues of yourself you may need to work on, in addition to highlighting qualities and values you
should look for in a potential feminine partner. Honestly, this reserve is not purely for men, women would
get a large amount of valuable info out of the as well. I recommend it to any man! Many thanks Dr
Shawn Smith for these priceless ideas. Also, despite a few grammatical errors it's concise and flows well.
Making it both easy to digest and quick to read, which I mean in a great way. Shawn Smith is definitely
filled with fun turns of term and anecdotes. Not bad, not great The book is a quick, funny, engaging read.
Although sometimes harsh any man in the quest for love should examine it. It suggests a smarmy
publication on pick-up artistry. The subtitle - "How Males Can Manage Risk in Dating and Relationship" accurately portrays the content, which is regular self-help romantic relationship psychology from a
straight man's point of view. I enjoy the book's engagement with the mental literature - many self help
books eschew statistically grounded measurements of human being behavior.I especially value the book
for its pro-male, pro-female stance. Smith is able to discuss important risks of dating and relationship for
men - diastrously asymmetric legal outcomes in divorce; inaccurate societal assumptions about domestic
violence - from a positive, relationship-affirming point of view. He takes on these inequities and toxic
feminist worldviews without the angry, bitter, misogynist tack usual of the Men's Privileges Activist or
Red Tablet communities. Smith helps it be apparent that unabashed masculinity is definitely something
healthy heterosexual ladies seek and cherish in guys; It is like insurance so you can get into a long term
relationship.Sadly I didn't find the core of the book - Smith's concept of a "bright triad" of clarity,
maturity, and stability in top quality women - to be especially convincing. I came across the material to be
a mishmash of general relationship skills and some gee-whiz material on women experiencing mental
illness, addiction, or personality disorders. Probably better editing could have made this categorization of
traits more apparent. If your past resembles mine - a brief history of failing woefully to find commitment
rather than jumping involved with it with disastrous partners - I enthusiastically suggest Glover.
Duplicated sentences, lacking words, and further words are frequent.) But I fear that the concept itself

may just not be that solid. On this issue of general relationship skills, I found Gottman and Silver's _The
Seven Principles for Making Marriage Work_ to be more cogently structured and an excellent read for
men and women alike.. Fantastic book, it tackles issues of yourself you may . Before buying this, I read
Robert Glover's _No More Mr Nice Guy_.. Writing (and editing) can be lucid, and flows well. Smith has
nil to say on the problem, and actually, I struggle to pin down where these ex-girlfriends fail on his shiny
triad rubric. Furthermore, I was longing for information on gleaning information regarding compatibility
on a few-day "tactical" timescale. Smith suggests waiting around a year beyond the initial 12-18 month
honeymoon period to emotionally evaluate a potential partner before making hard-to-reverse
commitments. Relationships can descend from fun and romantic to hell, and in short order, and the
judicial program since it is today isn't set up for you yourself to win. It is crucial that males get these
factors from the publication. A couple more of those and I'll be squarely middle-aged and never-wedded.
(At a lower level, the copyediting in the reserve is not great. I completed it quickly. Very insightful
Transformed my outlook to state the least. to split up quickly and decisively when there seems to be an
unhealthy fit. That information is far more tactical than anything here. Just read it. You understand about
sex, now find out about toxic women and how to identify them I wish this book had been around in my
mid-teens. Much more if you consider yourself to be the passionate type, or one that dreams of happily
ever after endings. I purchased my 13 year outdated grandson a duplicate and he's reading it and says that
he likes learning the why to poor choice girls and the identification of same. If you're a single guy looking
for love, READ THIS FIRST! Content material is valid and accurate, IMO. Glover does not say very much
on how best to pick females well, so I wanted to know Smith's take on selecting for females with an
appetite for commitment. Appreciate structure of knowing one's self first, after that evaluating a female
as potential a GF/partner/mate/wife. The simplification of categorizing somebody as GF, fiancee/intended,
or wife is normally genius. In some ways (e.g. evaluating ladies as partners) that is a broader hashing out
of the famous (infamous?) hot-crazy matrix (seek out it on YouTube). I'll recommend this to all of my
friends! Dr Smith reminds us, in a non-nonsensical, self-explanatory way, that we have to treat this area of
our lives as if it had been a business, because legally that is what it could eventually turn into. Never too
past due to learn the lessons in this publication. Common sense needs to be learned Making smart
decisions romantically could make or break men's aspirations for the nice lifestyle.5 year heartbreaking
roads to nowhere are just what I'm looking to head off at the time of writing. Stop being truly a white
knight, attempting to resque unstable women. Good book about male-female romantic relationships I
enjoyed this reserve and I would recommend it. Become the person they'd be attracted to.Found this
publication from YT channel EntrepreneursInCars. Among the best books on relationships I've ever read.
Must read Excellent go through! this message is lost in more "politically right" self-help books, to the
detriment of males misled into trying to auto-feminize their way to success in love. It's filled with so much
valuable information on relationships and clinical viewpoints that I find it hard to imagine many people
walking from this without learning something.Learn who will be the excellent women out there, start
noticing them. I was pointed to the reserve by a podcaster, as a good source for navigating male-female
intimate associations. Glover at least pushes the reader to become a "great ender," e. I couldn't put it
down and it's very readable. It's "tactical," simply as the name implies.g... Everybody should go through
this book.All told, this publication isn't bad, but I feel it does not surpass its promise. It's worth it. Also if
your in a romantic relationship already it's still good to ensure your in a place you could be happy. Very
insightful, and worthy of reading. Something Men may greatly benefit from Great go through and
blueprint for preventing and solving a whole lot of head aches. The title is definitely a bit infelicitous. I
could save you from unnecessary discomfort both emotionally and financially. Amazing! Wow. Great
well written reserve.Couldn't recommend more for young men aswell, I'm 22 and I got this for hearing
horror stories on marriage.Got it for my child and wish he reads it. The author views expressed in the

book are very insightful with good intentions.
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